To be effective in the 21st century, students must be able to exhibit a range of functional and critical thinking skills related to information, media and technology, in all subject areas.
1 Exabyte = 1,000,000,000,000 Gigabytes
Barbie Dolls (Chris Jordan, 2008)
Re-imagined Encyclopedia Project
Volume D, “Dreams”
Volume I, “Intubation”
Volume F, “Fashion”

Volume R, “Refugees”
Volume B, “Information Bytes”
The Experience of Live Tweets

8,729 Tweets sent each second
Trees cut down for paper

2,311,987,031

Kilometers of toilet paper used
Worldwide, this year

34.70834341 %

Percent of wild forests left
Globally, right now

Maria Pelletier, 2015
The concentration of CO2 in the earth's atmosphere is 398.502315695 parts per million.

400 ppm = toxic to life
Words can kill